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Chairman’s Chatter 

By Piet Strauss 

Dear members, 

June was a real busy month with a number of Astronomy events happening. 

By popular demand, we had another session of Modules 11 and 12 of the Introduction to 

Astronomy Course. The attendance at the 2019 Course was excellent. A reminder to attendees 

that we will be presenting certificates of attendance at our AGM on 10 July. We hope to see you 

there. 

The sky was (unusually) clear during our public viewing on 7 June. We were honoured to have a 

number of the 1979 Matrics from the St Henry’s Maritz College celebrating their 40
th
 reunion 

coming to see the Jupiter through our telescope. We also had people who attended the recent 

Sustainable Living Expo showing interest. 

The 2
nd

 Module of our Astrophotography Course was attended by only a few, but proved to be 

very informative. It could be worthwhile repeating this in the new financial year. 

A few of us accepted an invitation from the Historical Society to view a screening of a movie on 

Apollo 17, the last time people set foot on the moon. This was part of recognising the 

achievements in the year of celebrating the 50
th
 year of the first man on the moon. Some of our 

members are also members of this society, making for a good overlap of interests. We also 

invited the Historical Society to our future viewing events.  

Dr Matt Hilton gave us an interesting presentation on the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope 

(LSST), being constructed in Chile. The construction is a major engineering achievement and, 

once operating, the LSST will give the scientists plenty new data on the universe. 

Our “Star Party” in the Botanical Gardens on 28 June was a huge success with 469 people 

coming through the gates. We all enjoyed the night time walks through the gardens, picnic on 

the lawns, viewing Jupiter and Saturn through telescopes and learning more about the visible 

constellations. For once, the weather played along, giving us a clear sky and bearable winter 

temperatures.  

Our next event is the AGM on 10 July. The agenda has already been circulated and all 

members are invited to attend. We will have our normal report back on the past year, award 

presentations and a surprise speaker. A draw of a basket 

with astronomical bits will also be done. The “formal” 

proceedings will be followed by snacks and drinks. We will 

provide tea and coffee, if you wish to have anything else, 

please bring your own. 

As discussed during our June meeting, we will celebrate the 

50
th
 Anniversary of the first man on the moon (Apollo 11) 

during July. Please register for this event on the website 

(more details in the nDaba), bring your picnic basket, 

telescope, binoculars, family and friends for an informal 

gathering on 12 July at the school. Trust we will have good 

weather again. 

Clear skies, Piet 
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World’s Biggest Telescopes 

By Brian Ventrudo 
 

 
From its launch in 1948 until 1975, the largest telescope in the world was the Hale Telescope on 
Palomar Mountain in southern California, a giant Newtonian reflector with a mirror 200 inches (5 
meters across). Even when Hale was displaced by the 6-meter Russian BTA-6 telescope, it 
remained the most effective large-aperture telescope in the world because the Russian 
behemoth suffered from many design flaws and operational problems. 
 
 
 

Comparative sizes of the objectives of the world’s largest telescopes (completed and planned). 
Credit: Wikipedia  

https://cosmicpursuits.com/author/cosmicpursuits/
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… World’s Biggest Telescopes 

 
 
 But in the early 1990’s, Hale was bumped once and for all from the top of the telescope world. 
That’s when the first of the two Keck telescopes, each with 10-meter mirrors, became operational 
at an observatory on Mauna Kea. Since then, ground based astronomy has entered a new period 
of rapid innovation and growth as larger and more sophisticated instruments come online, most 
with adaptive optics and systems to combine the light from more than one mirror. The Keck 
scopes are still #2 on the list, and were only recently bumped by a slightly larger scope called the 
Gran Telescopio Canarias. If you are having trouble keeping track of the world’s largest 
telescopes, the infographic above will help you sort out which is which. 
 
The five largest operating telescopes are: 
1.  Gran Telescopio Canarias (10.4 meter objective mirror). Telescope is located at Roque de 

los Muchachos Observatory, Canary Islands, Spain 
 
2. Keck I and Keck II (each with 10.0 meter objective). Both scopes are atop Mauna Kea in 

Hawaii. 
 
3. South African Large Telescope (9.2 meter objective). Operated by the South African 

Astronomical Observatory, this is the largest-aperture telescope to date in the southern 
hemisphere. 

 
4. Hobby-Eberly Telescope (9.2 meter objective). Located at McDonald Observatory in Texas. 
 
5. Large Binocular Telescope (2 x 8.4 m mirrors). At Mount Graham Observatory in Arizona. 

This telescope can be operated to deliver the same performance as a single 11.9 meter 
telescope. 

 
Many larger scopes are in the works. The next to come online will be the Giant Magellan 
Telescope at Las Campanas Observatory in Chile in 2020. It will have seven 8.4 meter mirror 
segments that combine to operate as a single 24.5 meter telescope. In 2022, the Thirty Meter 
Telescope may be completed on Mauna Kea, though it is still in a preliminary stage. 
 
In the same year, European astronomers look forward to opening the European Extremely Large 
Telescope at Cerro Armazones in Chile. It will have a mirror that’s an astounding 39.3 meters in 
diameter. Just the secondary mirror of this beast will span 4.2 meters! 

https://www.gtc.iac.es/
https://www.keckobservatory.org/
https://www.salt.ac.za/
https://www.as.utexas.edu/mcdonald/het/het.html
https://www.as.arizona.edu/large-binocular-telescope
https://www.gmto.org/
https://www.gmto.org/
https://www.tmt.org/
https://www.tmt.org/
https://www.eso.org/public/teles-instr/e-elt/
https://www.eso.org/public/teles-instr/e-elt/
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At The Eyepiece 
  July 2019 by Ray Field 

 

THE MOON is NEW on the 2nd, First 
Quarter on the 9th, FULL on the 16th and 
Last Quarter on the 25th. There will be a 
partial eclipse of the Moon on the 16th 
starting at 20h42m and ending at 02h19m 
on the 17th. Maximum eclipse will be at 
23h30m, when 65 percent of the Moon 
will be eclipsed. 

The Moon will be near Venus on the 1st, 
Mercury and Mars on the 4th, Regulus on 
the 6th, Jupiter on the 13th and Saturn on 
the 16th. 

Neptune will be near the Moon on the 
21st, Uranus on the 25th, Aldebaran on 
the 28th, and Mercury and Venus on the 
31st. 

A diagram for the eclipse on the 16/17th 
is given on page 66 of SKY GUIDE. 

MERCURY will be visible in the evening 
low over the west until it reaches inferior 
conjunction on the 21st. After that it will 
become visible as a morning object, low 
over the east. 

 

Mercury will be near the Moon on the 4th, Mars on the 8th, Venus on the 25th and the Moon 
again on the 31st. 

VENUS, near the Moon on the 1st, will become difficult to see after the first week of the month 
as the morning twilight will brighten too much. 

MARS moved through the faint constellation of PISCES this month.  After the middle of the 
month it gets lost in the glare of the setting Sun. 

JUPITER is visible in the evening near Antares in Scorpius all month.  The Moon is near Jupiter 
on the 13th. 

SATURN reaches opposition on the 9th when it will be visible all night. It is in Sagittarius all 
month, below the "Teapot" asterism. It is near the Moon on the 16th. 
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… At The Eyepiece 
The faint planet URANUS is near the Moon on the 25th. It is visible in the morning sky in Aries 
and a finder chart is given on page 79 of ASSA SKY GUIDE. 

NEPTUNE, in the evening sky in Aquarius, is near the Moon on the 21st. As with Uranus above, 
a finder chart is found on page 79 of SKY GUIDE. 

COMET 29 P / SCHWASSMAN-WACHMANN per page 85 of SKY GUIDE reached perihelion on 
the 7th March this year. In the past it has been subject to outbursts during its 15 year orbit 
around the Sun. This year the comet will pass through Aquarius and Pisces. 

METEOR SHOWERS: per page 86 SKY GUIDE 2019 

There are 4 showers this month:  

JULY PHOENICIDS Max 13, Prospect poor, Moon FM, Duration 10 July to 16 July 

PISCIS AUSTRALIDS Max 28, Prospect good, Moon LQ, Duration 19 July to 17 August 

SOUTH DELTA AQUARIDS Max 29, Prospect good, Moon LQ, Duration 21 July to 29 August 

ALPHA CAPRICORNIDS Max 30, Prospect favourable, Moon NEW, Duration 15 July to 25 Aug 

 

THE STARRY SKY FOR JULY 2019. In the evening the Southern Cross is high up over the 
south. The region containing the "Diamond" Cross and the False Cross are still well placed for 
observation. Orion is over the north east before sunrise and after sunset Scorpius is rising over 
the east and Leo is over the north west. 

REFERENCES:- ASSA SKY GUIDE 2019, Philips' Planisphere for 35 S. and NORTON'S Star 
Atlas and Reference Handbook. 
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 The Cover Image - The Cats Paw 
Imaged by John Gill, text from constellation-guide.com 

 
The Cat’s Paw Nebula, also known as the Bear Claw Nebula, is an emission nebula in 
Scorpius. The nebula is about 50 light years across and lies at an approximate distance of 5,500 
light years from Earth. It is one of the nearest H II regions to the solar system. It has the 
designation NGC 6334 in the New General Catalogue. 

The large glowing cloud earned the nickname Cat’s 
Paw because it looks like a gigantic pawprint of a cat. 
The nebula is a popular target of study as a nearby 
example of a vast, very active stellar nursery. 

NGC 6334 is a large star forming region, covering an 
area in the night sky slightly larger than the full Moon. It 
is one of the most active stellar nurseries producing 
massive stars in the Milky Way Galaxy. The hot young 
stars embedded in the nebula are responsible for its 
glow. The stars are each roughly 10 times as massive 
as the Sun and were formed relatively recently, within 
the last few million years. 

NGC 6334 may contain tens of thousands of stars, many of them concealed deep within the 
nebula’s dust. The nebula also contains a vast supply of material needed for star formation, 
roughly equal to a mass of 200,000 Suns . 

A study conducted by researchers from the Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics and 
released in 2013 suggests that the Cat’s Paw Nebula may be undergoing a stellar “baby boom,” a 
period of rapid star formation. 

The region is producing new stars at a more rapid pace than the more famous Orion Nebula 
(Messier 42), making NGC 6334 one of the most prolific stellar nurseries known in the Milky Way. 

The nebula is home to about 2,000 extremely young stars 
that are still surrounded by protoplanetary disks, rotating 
disks of dense gas and dust that surround newly formed 
stars. The majority of these stars are formed in clusters. 

The cause of the rapid star formation in NGC 6334 is still 
unknown. Scientists have ruled out two common causes of 
stellar baby booms: a nearby supernova explosion and 
galaxy collision. Neither of these explains the increased star 
forming activity in the nebula. The starburst period began 
relatively recently and will likely end within the next few 
million years.  

Tech Specs:   

 APM apo 107/700 telescope on 
Celestron CGX mount  

 ZWO 1600 cooled mono camera -    
Ha, Sii & Oiii filters 

 ZWO 120 mono camera for guiding 

 Processed in PixInsight. 

 4.5 hours integration time 

 60 Flats/Filter and 24 Darks 

 Gain 175 @  300 seconds 

 

space is not black 

The nights are a little longer and a little colder, but the  
stars are shining bright almost every night.  Imaging the 
Cats Paw was a great evening.  There was very little dew, no 
moon and no mozzies.  The setup of equipment went 
smoothly.  My polar alignment was off by only 1.5 arcmin so 
guiding was easy.  Packed up and in a warm bed by 01:30. 

https://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/scorpius-constellation/
https://www.constellation-guide.com/orion-nebula-messier-42/
https://www.messier-objects.com/messier-42-orion-nebula/
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Mars (part 2) 

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopaedia 

Aurora 

In 1994, the European Space Agency's Mars Express found an ultraviolet glow coming from 

"magnetic umbrellas" in the southern hemisphere. Mars does not have a global magnetic field 

which guides charged particles entering the atmosphere. Mars has multiple umbrella-shaped 

magnetic fields mainly in the southern hemisphere, which are remnants of a global field that 

decayed billions of years ago.  

In late December 2014, NASA's MAVEN spacecraft detected evidence of widespread auroras in 

Mars's northern hemisphere and descended to approximately 20–30 degrees North latitude of 

Mars's equator. The particles causing the aurora penetrated into the Martian atmosphere, 

creating auroras below 100 km above the surface, Earth's auroras range from 100 km to 500 km 

above the surface. Magnetic fields in the solar wind drape over Mars, into the atmosphere, and 

the charged particles follow the solar wind magnetic field lines into the atmosphere, causing 

auroras to occur outside the magnetic umbrellas.  

On March 18, 2015, NASA reported the detection of an aurora that is not fully understood and an 

unexplained dust cloud in the atmosphere of Mars.  

Climate 

Of all the planets in the Solar System, the seasons of Mars are the most Earth-like, due to the 

similar tilts of the two planets' rotational axes. The lengths of the Martian seasons are about twice 

those of Earth's because Mars's greater distance from the Sun leads to the Martian year being 

about two Earth years long. Martian surface temperatures vary from lows of about −143 °C 

(−225 °F) at the winter polar caps to highs of up to 35 °C (95 °F) in equatorial summer. The wide 

range in temperatures is due to the thin atmosphere which cannot store much solar heat, the low 

atmospheric pressure, and the low thermal inertia of Martian soil. The planet is 1.52 times as far 

from the Sun as Earth, resulting in just 43% of the amount of sunlight.  

If Mars had an Earth-like orbit, its seasons would be similar to Earth's because its axial tilt is 

similar to Earth's. The comparatively large eccentricity of the Martian orbit has a significant effect. 

Mars is near perihelion when it is summer in the 

southern hemisphere and winter in the north, and 

near aphelion when it is winter in the southern 

hemisphere and summer in the north. As a result, 

the seasons in the southern hemisphere are more 

extreme and the seasons in the northern are milder 

than would otherwise be the case. The summer 

temperatures in the south can be warmer than the 

equivalent summer temperatures in the north by up 

to 30 °C (54 °F).  

Mars has the largest dust storms in the Solar 
System, reaching speeds of over 160 km/h 
(100 mph). These can vary from a storm over a 
small area, to gigantic storms that cover the entire 
planet. They tend to occur when Mars is closest to 
the Sun, and have been shown to increase the 
global temperature.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars_Express
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aurora
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atmosphere_of_Mars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volumetric_heat_capacity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axial_tilt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_eccentricity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apsis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apsis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dust_storm
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… Mars 

Orbit and rotation 

Mars is about 230 million km (143 million mi) from the Sun; its orbital period is 687 (Earth) days, 

depicted in red. Earth's orbit is in blue. 

Mars's average distance from the Sun is roughly 230 million km (143 million mi), and its orbital 

period is 687 (Earth) days. The solar day (or sol) on Mars is only slightly longer than an Earth 

day: 24 hours, 39 minutes, and 35.244 seconds. A Martian year is equal to 1.8809 Earth years, or 

1 year, 320 days, and 18.2 hours.  

The axial tilt of Mars is 25.19 degrees relative to its orbital plane, which is similar to the axial tilt of 

Earth. As a result, Mars has seasons like Earth, though on Mars they are nearly twice as long 

because its orbital period is that much longer. In the present day epoch, the orientation of the 

north pole of Mars is close to the star Deneb.  

Mars has a relatively pronounced orbital eccentricity of about 0.09; of the seven other planets in 
the Solar System, only Mercury has a larger orbital eccentricity. It is known that in the past, Mars 
has had a much more circular orbit. At one point, 1.35 million Earth years ago, Mars had an 
eccentricity of roughly 0.002, much less than that of Earth today. Mars's cycle of eccentricity is 
96,000 Earth years compared to Earth's cycle of 100,000 years. Mars has a much longer cycle of 
eccentricity, with a period of 2.2 million Earth years, and this overshadows the 96,000-year cycle 
in the eccentricity graphs. For the last 35,000 years, the orbit of Mars has been getting slightly 
more eccentric because of the gravitational effects of the other planets. The closest distance 
between Earth and Mars will continue to mildly decrease for the next 25,000 years.  

Habitability & search for life 

 

 
 
 
 

Mars (before/after) dust 
storm (July 2018) 

Viking 1 lander's sampling arm 
scooped up soil samples for tests 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sol_(day_on_Mars)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_plane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_pole
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deneb
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orbital_eccentricity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercury_(planet)
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… Mars 

The current understanding of planetary habitability—the ability of a world to develop 
environmental conditions favorable to the emergence of life—favors planets that have liquid water 
on their surface. Most often this requires the orbit of a planet to lie within the habitable zone, 
which for the Sun extends from just beyond Venus to about the semi-major axis of Mars.  

During perihelion, Mars dips inside this region, but Mars's thin (low-pressure) atmosphere 
prevents liquid water from existing over large regions for extended periods. The past flow of liquid 
water demonstrates the planet's potential for habitability. Recent evidence has suggested that 
any water on the Martian surface may have been too salty and acidic to support regular terrestrial 
life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

The lack of a magnetosphere and the extremely thin atmosphere of Mars are a challenge: the 
planet has little heat transfer across its surface, poor insulation against bombardment of the solar 
wind and insufficient atmospheric pressure to retain water in a liquid form (water instead sublimes 
to a gaseous state). Mars is nearly, or perhaps totally, geologically dead; the end of volcanic 
activity has apparently stopped the recycling of chemicals and minerals between the surface and 
interior of the planet.  

In situ investigations have been performed on Mars by the Viking landers, Spirit and Opportunity 
rovers, Phoenix lander, and Curiosity rover. Evidence suggests that the planet was once 
significantly more habitable than it is today, but whether living organisms ever existed there 
remains unknown. The Viking probes of the mid-1970s carried experiments designed to detect 
microorganisms in Martian soil at their respective landing sites and had positive results, including 
a temporary increase of CO2 production on exposure to water and nutrients.  

This sign of life was later disputed by scientists, resulting in a continuing debate, with NASA 
scientist Gilbert Levin asserting that Viking may have found life. A re-analysis of the Viking data, 
in light of modern knowledge of extremophile forms of life, has suggested that the Viking tests 
were not sophisticated enough to detect these forms of life. The tests could even have killed a 
(hypothetical) life form.  

Tests conducted by the Phoenix Mars lander have shown that the soil has a alkaline pH and it 
contains magnesium, sodium, potassium and chloride. The soil nutrients may be able to support 
life, but life would still have to be shielded from the intense ultraviolet light. A recent analysis of 
martian meteorite EETA79001 found 0.6 ppm ClO−4, 1.4 ppm ClO−3, and 16 ppm NO−3, most 
likely of Martian origin.  

The ClO−3 suggests the presence of other highly oxidizing oxychlorines, such as ClO−2 or ClO, 
produced both by UV oxidation of Cl and X-ray radiolysis of ClO−4. Thus, only highly refractory 
and/or well-protected (sub-surface) organics or life forms are likely to survive.  

 

Detection of impact glass deposits (green 
spots) at Alga crater, a possible site for 
preserved ancient life. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planetary_habitability
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planetary_Habitability_Index
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semi-major_axis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heat_transfer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_wind
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_wind
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sublimation_(phase_transition)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viking_program#Viking_landers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spirit_(rover)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phoenix_(spacecraft)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viking_probes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gilbert_Levin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Extremophile
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alkaline
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PH
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Impactite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_craters_on_Mars:_A%E2%80%93G
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Life_on_Mars
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… Mars 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

A 2014 analysis of the Phoenix WCL showed that the Ca(ClO4), 2 in the Phoenix soil has not 

interacted with liquid water of any form, perhaps for as long as 600 Myr. If it had, the highly 

soluble Ca(ClO4), 2 in contact with liquid water would have formed only CaSO4. This suggests a 

severely arid environment, with minimal or no liquid water interaction.  

Scientists have proposed that carbonate globules found in meteorite ALH84001, which is thought 

to have originated from Mars, could be fossilized microbes extant on Mars when the meteorite 

was blasted from the Martian surface by a meteor strike some 15 million years ago. This proposal 

has been met with skepticism, and an exclusively inorganic origin for the shapes has been 

proposed.  

Small quantities of methane and formaldehyde detected by Mars orbiters are both claimed to be 
possible evidence for life, as these chemical compounds would quickly break down in the Martian 
atmosphere. Alternatively, these compounds may instead be replenished by volcanic or other 
geological means, such as serpentinization.  

Impact glass, formed by the impact of meteors, which on 

Earth can preserve signs of life, has been found on the 

surface of the impact craters on Mars. Likewise, the glass in 

impact craters on Mars could have preserved signs of life if 

life existed at the site.  

In May 2017, evidence of the earliest known life on land on 
Earth may have been found in 3.48-billion-year-old geyserite 
and other related mineral deposits (often found around hot 
springs and geysers) uncovered in the Pilbara Craton of 
Western Australia. These findings may be helpful in deciding 
where best to search for early signs of life on the planet 
Mars.  

In early 2018, media reports speculated that certain rock 
features at a site called Jura looked like a type of fossil, but 
project scientists say the formations likely resulted from a 
geological process at the bottom of an ancient drying 
lakebed, and are related to mineral veins in the area similar 
to gypsum crystals.  

This image from Gale crater in 2018 
prompted speculation that some 
shapes were worm-like fossils, but they 
were geological formations probably 
formed under water.  

Location of subsurface water in 
Planum Australe 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Meteorite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allan_Hills_84001
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Methane
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Formaldehyde
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chemical_compound
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serpentinization
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Impactite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Earliest_known_life_forms
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evolutionary_history_of_life#Colonization_of_land
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geyserite
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hot_spring
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hot_spring
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geyser
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pilbara_Craton
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Western_Australia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Life_on_Mars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Life_on_Mars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gypsum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planum_Australe
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… Mars 

On June 7, 2018, NASA announced that the Curiosity rover had discovered organic compounds 

in sedimentary rocks dating to three billion years old, indicating that some of the building blocks 

for life were present.  

In July 2018, scientists reported the discovery of a subglacial lake on Mars, the first known stable 

body of water on the planet. It sits 1.5 km (0.9 mi) below the surface at the base of the southern 

polar ice cap and is about 20 km (12 mi) wide. The lake was discovered using the MARSIS radar 

on board the Mars Express orbiter, and the profiles were collected between May 2012 and 

December 2015. The lake is centered at 193°E, 81°S, a flat area that does not exhibit any 

peculiar topographic characteristics. It is mostly surrounded by higher ground except on its 

eastern side, where there is a depression.  

Moons 

 

Mars has two relatively small (compared to Earth's) natural moons, Phobos (about 22 km (14 mi) 
in diameter) and Deimos (about 12 km (7.5 mi) in diameter), which orbit close to the planet. 
Asteroid capture is a long-favored theory, but their origin remains uncertain. Both satellites were 
discovered in 1877 by Asaph Hall; they are named after the characters Phobos (panic/fear) and 
Deimos (terror/dread), who, in Greek mythology, accompanied their father Ares, god of war, into 
battle. Mars was the Roman counterpart of Ares. In modernGreek, the planet retains its ancient 
name Ares (Aris: Άρης).  

From the surface of Mars, the motions of Phobos and Deimos appear different from that of the 
Moon. Phobos rises in the west, sets in the east, and rises again in just 11 hours. Deimos, being 
only just outside synchronous orbit – where the orbital period would match the planet's period of 
rotation – rises as expected in the east but slowly. Despite the 30-hour orbit of Deimos, 2.7 days 
elapse between its rise and set for an equatorial observer, as it slowly falls behind the rotation of 
Mars.  

Left: Enhanced-color HiRISE image of Phobos, 
showing a series of mostly parallel grooves and 
crater chains, with Stickney crater at right 

Right: Enhanced-color HiRISE image of 
Deimos (not to scale), showing its smooth 
blanket of regolith 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organic_compound
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planum_Australe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Planum_Australe
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/MARSIS
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars_Express
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phobos_(moon)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deimos_(moon)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asaph_Hall
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phobos_(mythology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deimos_(mythology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_mythology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ares
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Greek_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Synchronous_orbit
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phobos_(moon)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crater_chain
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stickney_(crater)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deimos_(moon)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regolith
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… Mars 

Because the orbit of Phobos is below 

synchronous altitude, the tidal forces from the 

planet Mars are gradually lowering its orbit. In 

about 50 million years, it could either crash 

into Mars's surface or break up into a ring 

structure around the planet.  

The origin of the two moons is not well 
understood. Their low albedo and 
carbonaceous chondrite composition have 

been regarded as similar to asteroids, supporting the capture theory. The unstable orbit of 
Phobos would seem to point towards a relatively recent capture. But both have circular orbits, 
near the equator, which is unusual for captured objects and the required capture dynamics are 
complex. Accretion early in the history of Mars is plausible, but would not account for a 
composition resembling asteroids rather than Mars itself, if that is confirmed.  

A third possibility is the involvement of a third body or a type of impact disruption. More-recent 

lines of evidence for Phobos having a highly porous interior, and suggesting a composition 

containing mainly phyllosilicates and other minerals known from Mars, point toward an origin of 

Phobos from material ejected by an impact on Mars that reaccreted in Martian orbit, similar to the 

prevailing theory for the origin of Earth's moon. Although the VNIR spectra of the moons of Mars 

resemble those of outer-belt asteroids, the thermal infrared spectra of Phobos are reported to be 

inconsistent with chondrites of any class.  

Mars may have moons smaller than 50 to 100 metres (160 to 330 ft) in diameter, and a dust ring 

is predicted to exist between Phobos and Deimos.  

Exploration 

Dozens of crewless spacecraft, including 
orbiters, landers, and rovers, have been sent to 
Mars by the Soviet Union, the United States, 
Europe, and India to study the planet's surface, 
climate, and geology.  

As of 2018, Mars is host to eight functioning 
spacecraft: six in orbit—2001 Mars Odyssey, 
Mars Express, Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, 
MAVEN, Mars Orbiter Mission and ExoMars 
Trace Gas Orbiter—and two on the surface—
Mars Science Laboratory Curiosity (rover) and 
InSight (lander). Another rover, Opportunity, is 
inactive now, but NASA still hopes to re-
establish contact with it. The public can request 
images of Mars via the Mars Reconnaissance 
Orbiter's HiWish program.  

Orbits of Phobos and Deimos (to scale) 

Left: Mars Science Laboratory under 
parachute during its atmospheric entry at Mars 
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The Mars Science Laboratory, named Curiosity, launched on November 26, 2011, and reached 

Mars on August 6, 2012 UTC. It is larger and more advanced than the Mars Exploration Rovers, 

with a movement rate up to 90 m (300 ft) per hour. Experiments include a laser chemical sampler 

that can deduce the make-up of rocks at a distance of 7 m (23 ft). On February 10, 2013, the 

Curiosity rover obtained the first deep rock samples ever taken from another planetary body, 

using its on-board drill. The same year, it discovered that Mars's soil contains between 1.5% and 

3% water by mass (albeit attached to other compounds and thus not freely accessible). 

Observations by the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter had previously revealed the possibility of 

flowing water during the warmest months on Mars.  

On September 24, 2014, Mars Orbiter Mission (MOM), launched by the Indian Space Research 

Organisation, reached Mars orbit. ISRO launched MOM on November 5, 2013, with the aim of 

analyzing the Martian atmosphere and topography. The Mars Orbiter Mission used a Hohmann 

transfer orbit to escape Earth's gravitational influence and catapult into a nine-month-long voyage 

to Mars. The mission is the first successful Asian interplanetary mission.  

The European Space Agency, in collaboration with Roscosmos, launched the ExoMars Trace 

Gas Orbiter and Schiaparelli lander on March 14, 2016. While the Trace Gas Orbiter successfully 

entered Mars orbit on October 19, 2016, Schiaparelli crashed during its landing attempt.  

Future 

In May 2018 NASA's InSight lander was 

launched, along with the twin MarCO 

CubeSats that will fly by Mars and provide a 

telemetry relay for the landing. The mission 

arrived at Mars in November 2018. NASA 

plans to launch its Mars 2020 astrobiology 

rover in July or August 2020.  

The European Space Agency will launch the ExoMars rover and surface platform in July 2020.  

NASA will launch their Mars Rover between July 17 and August 5, 2020.  

The United Arab Emirates' Mars Hope orbiter is planned for launch in 2020, reaching Mars orbit in 

2021. The probe will make a global study of the Martian atmosphere.  

Several plans for a human mission to Mars have been proposed throughout the 20th century and 

into the 21st century, but no active plan has an arrival date sooner than the 2020s. SpaceX 

founder Elon Musk presented a plan in September 2016 to, optimistically, launch space tourists to 

Mars in 2024 at an estimated development cost of US$10 billion. In October 2016, President 

Barack Obama renewed U.S. policy to pursue the goal of sending humans to Mars in the 2030s, 

and to continue using the International Space Station as a technology incubator in that pursuit. 

The NASA Authorization Act of 2017 directed NASA to get humans near or on the surface of 

Mars by the early 2030s.  

 

Left: Concept for a Bimodal Nuclear Thermal 
Transfer Vehicle in low Earth orbit 
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With the presence of various orbiters, landers, and rovers, it is possible to practice astronomy 

from Mars. Although Mars's moon Phobos appears about one-third the angular diameter of the 

full moon on Earth, Deimos appears more or less star-like, looking only slightly brighter than 

Venus does from Earth.  

Various phenomena seen from Earth have also been observed from Mars, such as meteors and 

auroras. The apparent sizes of the moons Phobos and Deimos are sufficiently smaller than that 

of the Sun; thus, their partial "eclipses" of the Sun are best considered transits (see transit of 

Deimos and Phobos from Mars). Transits of Mercury and Venus have been observed from Mars. 

A transit of Earth will be seen from Mars on November 10, 2084.  

On October 19, 2014, Comet Siding Spring passed extremely close to Mars, so close that the 
coma may have enveloped Mars.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Viewing 

The mean apparent magnitude of Mars is +0.71 with a standard deviation of 1.05. Because the 

orbit of Mars is eccentric, the magnitude at opposition from the Sun can range from about −3.0 to 

−1.4. The minimum brightness is magnitude +1.86 when the planet is in conjunction with the Sun. 

At its brightest, Mars (along with Jupiter) are second only to Venus in luminosity. Mars usually 

appears distinctly yellow, orange, or red. NASA's Spirit rover has taken pictures of a greenish-

brown, mud-colored landscape with blue-grey rocks and patches of light red sand. When farthest 

away from Earth, it is more than seven times farther away than when it is closest. When least 

favorably positioned, it can be lost in the Sun's glare for months at a time. At its most favorable 

times—at 15- or 17-year intervals, and always between late July and late September—a lot of 

surface detail can be seen with a telescope. Especially noticeable, even at low magnification, are 

the polar ice caps.  

Above Left: Earth and the Moon (MRO HiRISE, November 2016)  

 

Above Right: Phobos transits the Sun (Opportunity, March 10, 
2004) 

 

Left: Tracking sunspots from Mars 
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As Mars approaches opposition, it begins a period of retrograde motion, which means it will 

appear to move backwards in a looping motion with respect to the background stars. The duration 

of this retrograde motion lasts for about 72 days, and Mars reaches its peak luminosity in the 

middle of this motion.  

Closest approaches 

Mars distance from Earth 

The point at which Mars's geocentric longitude is 180° different from the Sun's is known as 

opposition, which is near the time of closest approach to Earth. The time of opposition can occur 

as much as 8.5 days away from the closest approach. The distance at close approach varies 

between about 54 and 103 million km (34 and 64 million mi) due to the planets' elliptical orbits, 

which causes comparable variation in angular size. The last Mars opposition occurred on July 27, 

2018, at a distance of about 58 million km (36 million mi). The next Mars opposition occurs on 

October 13, 2020, at a distance of about 63 million km (39 million mi). The average time between 

the successive oppositions of Mars, its synodic period, is 780 days; but the number of days 

between the dates of successive oppositions can range from 764 to 812.  

As Mars approaches opposition it begins a period of retrograde motion, which makes it appear to 

move backwards in a looping motion relative to the background stars. The duration of this 

retrograde motion is about 72 days.  

Absolute, around the present time 

Mars made its closest approach to Earth and maximum apparent brightness in nearly 60,000 

years, 55,758,006 km (0.37271925 AU; 34,646,419 mi), magnitude −2.88, on August 27, 2003, at 

9:51:13 UTC. This occurred when Mars was one day from opposition and about three days from 

its perihelion, making it particularly easy to see from Earth. The last time it came so close is 

estimated to have been on September 12, 57,617 BC, the next time being in 2287. This record 

approach was only slightly closer than other recent close approaches. For instance, the minimum 

distance on August 22, 1924, was 0.37285 AU, and the minimum distance on August 24, 2208, 

will be 0.37279 AU.  

Historical observations 

The history of observations of Mars is marked by the 

oppositions of Mars, when the planet is closest to Earth 

and hence is most easily visible, which occur every 

couple of years. Even more notable are the perihelic 

oppositions of Mars, which occur every 15 or 17 years 

and are distinguished because Mars is close to 

perihelion, making it even closer to Earth.  

Ancient and medieval observations 

Galileo Galilei (pictured at right), was the first person to 
see Mars through a  telescope in 1610.  
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The ancient Sumerians believed that Mars was Nergal, the god of war and plague. During 

Sumerian times, Nergal was a minor deity of little significance, but, during later times, his main 

cult center was the city of Nineveh. In Mesopotamian texts, Mars is referred to as the "star of 

judgement of the fate of the dead". The existence of Mars as a wandering object in the night sky 

was recorded by the ancient Egyptian astronomers and, by 1534 BCE, they were familiar with the 

retrograde motion of the planet. By the period of the Neo-Babylonian Empire, the Babylonian 

astronomers were making regular records of the positions of the planets and systematic 

observations of their behavior. For Mars, they knew that the planet made 37 synodic periods, or 

42 circuits of the zodiac, every 79 years. They invented arithmetic methods for making minor 

corrections to the predicted positions of the planets. In Ancient Greek, the planet was known as 

Πυρόεις.  

In the fourth century BCE, Aristotle noted that Mars disappeared behind the Moon during an 

occultation, indicating that the planet was farther away. Ptolemy, a Greek living in Alexandria, 

attempted to address the problem of the orbital motion of Mars. Ptolemy's model and his 

collective work on astronomy was presented in the multi-volume collection Almagest, which 

became the authoritative treatise on Western astronomy for the next fourteen centuries. Literature 

from ancient China confirms that Mars was known by Chinese astronomers by no later than the 

fourth century BCE. In the fifth century CE, the Indian astronomical text Surya Siddhanta 

estimated the diameter of Mars. In the East Asian cultures, Mars is traditionally referred to as the 

"fire star" (Chinese: 火星), based on the Five elements.  

During the seventeenth century, Tycho Brahe measured the diurnal parallax of Mars that 

Johannes Kepler used to make a preliminary calculation of the relative distance to the planet. 

When the telescope became available, the diurnal parallax of Mars was again measured in an 

effort to determine the Sun-Earth distance. This was first performed by Giovanni Domenico 

Cassini in 1672. The early parallax measurements were hampered by the quality of the 

instruments. The only occultation of Mars by Venus observed was that of October 13, 1590, seen 

by Michael Maestlin at Heidelberg. In 1610, Mars was viewed by Italian astronomer Galileo 

Galilei, who was first to see it via telescope. The first person to draw a map of Mars that displayed 

any terrain features was the Dutch astronomer Christiaan Huygens.  

Martian "canals" 

 

Left: Map of Mars by Giovanni Schiaparelli 

Right: Mars sketched as observed by Lowell 
before 1914 (south on top) 
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By the 19th century, the resolution of telescopes reached a level sufficient for surface features to 

be identified. A perihelic opposition of Mars occurred on September 5, 1877. In that year, the 

Italian astronomer Giovanni Schiaparelli used a 22 cm (8.7 in) telescope in Milan to help produce 

the first detailed map of Mars. These maps notably contained features he called canali, which 

were later shown to be an optical illusion. These canali were supposedly long, straight lines on 

the surface of Mars, to which he gave names of famous rivers on Earth. His term, which means 

"channels" or "grooves", was popularly mistranslated in English as "canals".  

Influenced by the observations, the orientalist Percival Lowell founded an observatory which had 
30 and 45 cm (12 and 18 in) telescopes. The observatory was used for the exploration of Mars 
during the last good opportunity in 1894 and the following less favorable oppositions. He 
published several books on Mars and life on the planet, which had a great influence on the public. 
The canali were independently found by other astronomers, like Henri Joseph Perrotin and Louis 
Thollon in Nice, using one of the largest telescopes of that time.  

The seasonal changes (consisting of the diminishing of the polar caps and the dark areas formed 

during Martian summer) in combination with the canals led to speculation about life on Mars, and 

it was a long-held belief that Mars contained vast seas and vegetation. The telescope never 

reached the resolution required to give proof to any speculations. As bigger telescopes were 

used, fewer long, straight canali were observed. During an observation in 1909 by Flammarion 

with an 84 cm (33 in) telescope, irregular patterns were observed, but no canali were seen.  

Even in the 1960s articles were published on Martian biology, putting aside explanations other 

than life for the seasonal changes on Mars. Detailed scenarios for the metabolism and chemical 

cycles for a functional ecosystem have been published.  

Spacecraft visitation 

Once spacecraft visited the planet during NASA's Mariner missions in the 1960s and 70s, these 

concepts were radically broken. The results of the Viking life-detection experiments aided an 

intermission in which the hypothesis of a hostile, dead planet was generally accepted.  

Mariner 9 and Viking allowed better maps of Mars to be made using the data from these 
missions, and another major leap forward was the Mars Global Surveyor mission, launched in 
1996 and operated until late 2006, that allowed complete, extremely detailed maps of the Martian 
topography, magnetic field and surface minerals to be obtained. These maps are available online; 
for example, at Google Mars. Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter and Mars Express continued 
exploring with new instruments, and supporting lander missions. NASA provides two online tools: 
Mars Trek, which provides visualizations of the planet using data from 50 years of exploration, 
and Experience Curiosity, which simulates traveling on Mars in 3-D with Curiosity.  

Map of Mars from the Hubble Space 
Telescope as seen near the 1999 
opposition (north on top) 
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In culture 

Mars is named after the Roman god of war. In different cultures, Mars represents 

masculinity and youth. Its symbol, a circle with an arrow pointing out to the upper right, 

is used as a symbol for the male gender.  

The many failures in Mars exploration probes resulted in a satirical counter-culture blaming the 

failures on an Earth-Mars "Bermuda Triangle", a "Mars Curse", or a "Great Galactic Ghoul" that 

feeds on Martian spacecraft.  

Intelligent "Martians" 

The fashionable idea that Mars was populated by intelligent Martians exploded in the late 19th 
century. Schiaparelli's "canali" observations combined with Percival Lowell's books on the subject 
put forward the standard notion of a planet that was a drying, cooling, dying world with ancient 
civilizations constructing irrigation works.  

 

 

 

Many other observations and proclamations by notable 

personalities added to what has been termed "Mars 

Fever". In 1899, while investigating atmospheric radio 

noise using his receivers in his Colorado Springs lab, 

inventor Nikola Tesla observed repetitive signals that he 

later surmised might have been radio communications 

coming from another planet, possibly Mars. In a 1901 

interview Tesla said:  

It was some time afterward when the thought flashed 

upon my mind that the disturbances I had observed 

might be due to an intelligent control. Although I could 

not decipher their meaning, it was impossible for me to 

think of them as having been entirely accidental. The 

feeling is constantly growing on me that I had been the first to hear the greeting of one planet to 

another.  

Tesla's theories gained support from Lord Kelvin who, while visiting the United States in 1902, 

was reported to have said that he thought Tesla had picked up Martian signals being sent to the 

United States. Kelvin "emphatically" denied this report shortly before leaving: "What I really said 

was that the inhabitants of Mars, if there are any, were doubtless able to see New York, 

particularly the glare of the electricity."  

In a New York Times article in 1901, Edward Charles Pickering, director of the Harvard College 

Observatory, said that they had received a telegram from Lowell Observatory in Arizona that 

seemed to confirm that Mars was trying to communicate with Earth.  

Early in December 1900, we received from Lowell Observatory in Arizona a telegram that a shaft 
of light had been seen to project from Mars (the Lowell observatory makes a specialty of Mars) 
lasting seventy minutes. I wired these facts to Europe and sent out neostyle copies through this 
country. The observer there is a careful, reliable man and there is no reason to doubt that the 

Left: An 1893 soap ad playing on the popular idea 
that Mars was populated 
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light existed. It was given as from a well-known geographical point on Mars. That was all. Now 

the story has gone the world over. In Europe it is stated that I have been in communication with 

Mars, and all sorts of exaggerations have spring up. Whatever the light was, we have no means 

of knowing. Whether it had intelligence or not, no one can say. It is absolutely inexplicable.  

Pickering later proposed creating a set of mirrors in Texas, intended to signal Martians.  
 
In recent decades, the high-resolution mapping of the 

surface of Mars, culminating in Mars Global Surveyor, 

revealed no artifacts of habitation by "intelligent" life, 

but pseudoscientific speculation about intelligent life 

on Mars continues from commentators such as 

Richard C. Hoagland. Reminiscent of the canali 

controversy, these speculations are based on small 

scale features perceived in the spacecraft images, 

such as "pyramids" and the "Face on Mars". Planetary 

astronomer Carl Sagan wrote:  

Mars has become a kind of mythic arena onto which 

we have projected our Earthly hopes and fears.  

The depiction of Mars in fiction has been stimulated 

by its dramatic red color and by nineteenth century 

scientific speculations that its surface conditions might 

support not just life but intelligent life. Thus originated 

a large number of science fiction scenarios, among 

which is H. G. Wells' The War of the Worlds, 

published in 1898, in which Martians seek to escape 

their dying planet by invading Earth.  

Influential works included Ray Bradbury's The Martian 

Chronicles, in which human explorers accidentally 

destroy a Martian civilization, Edgar Rice Burroughs' 

Barsoom series, C. S. Lewis' novel Out of the Silent Planet (1938), and a number of Robert A. 

Heinlein stories before the mid-sixties.  

Jonathan Swift made reference to the moons of Mars, about 150 years before their actual 

discovery by Asaph Hall, detailing reasonably accurate descriptions of their orbits, in the 19th 

chapter of his novel Gulliver's Travels.  

A comic figure of an intelligent Martian, Marvin the Martian, appeared in Haredevil Hare (1948) as 
a character in the Looney Tunes animated cartoons of Warner Brothers, and has continued as 
part of popular culture to the present.  

After the Mariner and Viking spacecraft had returned pictures of Mars as it really is, an apparently 
lifeless and canal-less world, these ideas about Mars had to be abandoned, and a vogue for 
accurate, realist depictions of human colonies on Mars developed, the best known of which may 
be Kim Stanley Robinson's Mars trilogy. Pseudo-scientific speculations about the Face on Mars 
and other enigmatic landmarks spotted by space probes have meant that ancient civilizations 
continue to be a popular theme in science fiction, especially in film.  

Martian tripod illustration from the 1906 
French edition of The War of the Worlds 
by H. G. Wells 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars_Global_Surveyor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_C._Hoagland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Face_on_Mars
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Carl_Sagan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Science_fiction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/H._G._Wells
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_War_of_the_Worlds
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ray_Bradbury
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Martian_Chronicles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Martian_Chronicles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edgar_Rice_Burroughs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barsoom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C._S._Lewis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Out_of_the_Silent_Planet
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_A._Heinlein
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_A._Heinlein
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jonathan_Swift
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Asaph_Hall
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gulliver%27s_Travels
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marvin_the_Martian
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Haredevil_Hare
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Looney_Tunes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Animated_cartoon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warner_Brothers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mariner_program
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Viking_program
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kim_Stanley_Robinson
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mars_trilogy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Space_probe
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Shaula - The Sting of Scorpius 
By Elizabeth Howell  

Shaula, also known as Lambda Scorpii, is the second-brightest star in the southern constellation 
Scorpius (which is visible in much of the Northern Hemisphere). Like many of the bright stars 
close to Earth, Shaula is actually more than one star. Astronomers have confirmed it is made up 
of two stars, and there could be a third one given that the star system is producing more X-rays 
than expected, according to astronomer David Darling. 

The star's name is an Arabic word that means "the stinger." Indeed, it forms the end of the hook-
shaped stinger in the Zodiac constellation. Shaula's location is: 

Right ascension: 17 hours 33 minutes 36.5 seconds 
Declination: -37 degrees 6 minutes 14 seconds 

Dim appearance belies bright luminosity 
Shaula is also a Beta Cephei variable star; its changes in luminosity are due to "subsurface 
ionizing metals that act as a heat valve," wrote Jim Kaler, a University of Illinois astronomy 
professor emeritus. 

The star was noted in the catalog of Johann Bayer, but despite its brightness, it was assigned the 
11

th
 letter of the Greek alphabet — Lambda — rather than the usual Alpha for the brighter stars. 

Kaler supposes that it probably was because the star is so far south in the constellation. In 
Scorpius, Shaula is outshone only by Antares from the vantage point of Earth; the star is tied for 
24

th
 brightest in the sky along with Gacrux (Gamma Crucis). 

Don't be fooled by those numbers, however; the subgiant B star is about 35,000 times more 
luminous than the sun, Darling noted. Its temperature is estimated at 25,000 Kelvin (roughly 
44,540 Fahrenheit or 24,725 Celsius.) 

https://www.space.com/author/elizabeth-howell
http://www.daviddarling.info/encyclopedia/S/Shaula.html
http://stars.astro.illinois.edu/sow/shaula.html
https://www.space.com/21905-antares.html
https://www.space.com/23710-gacrux-gamma-crucis.html
https://www.space.com/21640-star-luminosity-and-magnitude.html
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… Shaula 
The star may also be changing quickly: "Shaula has either stopped hydrogen fusion in its core or 
is close to doing so," Darling wrote. "With a mass of around 11 solar masses, it may eventually 
explode or more likely turn into a heavy white dwarf, possibly one with a neon-oxygen core." 

A subgiant B star refers to a type of B star — hot 
stars that have hydrogen and neutral helium 
dominating their spectrum, according to 
astronomer Perry Berlind. 

"There are a wide variety of sub-types, as B stars 
occur over a wide range of luminosity, many have 
companion stars, and many have circumstellar 
material," he wrote. 

A triplet of stars? 

At hundreds of light-years away, Shaula has been 
a problem for astronomers trying to learn about it, 
Kaler wrote. 

"The distance has been a problem. While the 
Hipparcos satellite gave 700 light-years, more 
recent observations give only half that (365 light-
years)," he said.Currently, astronomers believe 
Shaula is made up of two stars. The principle 

one, Shaula A, is a class B star, with Shaula B orbiting about six astronomical units or Earth-sun 
distances away. Shaula B is believed to be about 5,000 times more luminous than the sun with a 
temperature of 21,000 K (about 37,340 F or 20,725 C). 

Astronomers are still trying to figure out 
if there is a third star in the system. If it 
does exist, Shaula Ab (as the 
theoretical star is called) is just under 
two times the size of our own sun. It is 
expected to orbit Shaula at an average 
distance of just 0.15 AU, which would 
be well inside Mercury's orbit if the star 
were transported to our own solar 
system. 

"Shaula Ab might be a neutron star 
created in a supernova blast from a 
much more massive progenitor, a 
massive white dwarf that is the result of 
mass transfer, or — which seems to be 
the most likely — a star that is still in the 
act of forming, a 'T Tauri' star," Kaler 
wrote. 

If Shaula A does explode as a 
supernova, as most astronomers 
expect, then it would likely destroy the 
much smaller Shaula Ab when it does 
so, Kaler added. 

https://www.cfa.harvard.edu/~pberlind/atlas/htmls/bstars.html
https://www.space.com/17081-how-far-is-earth-from-the-sun.html
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The Month Ahead 

MEETINGS:  

 The next meeting will be the AGM to be held on Wednesday 10 July 2019 @ 19:30. 

 There will be a surprise speaker at the AGM 

 

MNASSA: 

 Monthly Notes of the Astronomical Society of Southern Africa.   

 Available at www.mnassa.org.za to download your free monthly copy. 

 

NIGHTFALL: 

 Fantastic astronomy magazine, go check it out.  

 Available from the ASSA website assa.saao.ac.za/sections/deep-sky/nightfall/  
 

MEMBERSHIP FEES & BANKING:  

 Members : R 170   

 Family Membership: R 200   

 Joining Fee:  R   35  

 

 EFT:  The Astronomical Society of Southern Africa - Natal Centre. 

 Bank:  Nedbank  

 Account No.  1352 027 674  

 Branch:   Durban North  

 Code  135 226  

 Reference: Please include your initials and surname  

 

POSTAL ADDRESS: 

 P O Box 20578, Durban North, 4016 or hand over to the treasurer. 
 

CONTACTS: 

 Chairman                                     Piet Strauss   (+27) 83 703 1626 

 Vice Chairlady & Treasurer         Debbie Abel   (+27) 83 326 4084 

 Secretary                                     Brian Finch   (+27) 82 924 1222 

 Observatory Director                  Mike Hadlow   (+27) 83 326 4085 

 Equipment Curator & Teas         Robert Suberg    (+27) 73 232 4092 

 School Liaison, Meet & Greet     Maryanne Jackson  (+27) 82 882 7200 

 Librarian                                      Clair Odhav   (+27) 83 395 5160 

 Out-Reach & Events Co-Ordinator  Sheryl Venter   (+27) 82 202 2874 

 Out-Reach                                 Sihle Kunene   (+27) 83 278 8485 

 Special Projects                           Corinne Gill   (+27) 84 777 0208 

 ‘nDaba Editor, Website & Facebook  John Gill    (+27) 83 378 8797  

 

ELECTRONIC DETAILS: 

 Website:  www.astronomydurban.co.za      

 Emails : AstronomyDurban@gmail.com 

 

 

http://www.mnassa.org.za
assa.saao.ac.za/sections/deep-sky/nightfall/
http://www.astronomydurban.co.za/
mailto:astronomydurban@gmail.com
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ASSA Durban - Minutes of the Meeting 

12 June 2019 

Welcome: Chairman Piet Strauss welcomed all attendees. 

 

Present: 25 members and 1 visitor. 

 

Apologies: 9 Apologies received as per attendance book. 

 

Confirmation of previous minutes: Minutes of meeting on 8 May 2019 proposed by F. 

Amod seconded by S. Hogg and approved. 

 

Matters arising from previous minutes: Nil.  

 

Treasurer`s Report: Nil. 

 

Special Projects: 

 Basic Astronomy Course and Astrophotography Course - completed. 

 Star Party at Botanic Gardens 28 June – planning in progress. All encouraged to attend.         

 Moon Landing Anniversary 12 July. Register at onthemoon.org. Venue St. Henrys Marist   
College.     

Outreach Events: 

 Farm Adventures 6 July.   

 Monteseel – to be rescheduled, probably in July. 

 Sustainable Living 17-19 May – successful participation. Thanks to all volunteers  

Observatory: Much better viewing conditions expected in next few months.  

Publicity: Nil 

General: ASSA Durban AGM 10 July. The Chairman encouraged all members to attend.  

The SA National Society was advertised together with BBC podcasts and our Facebook and 

WhatsApp groups. 

Speakers: Debbie Abel gave another interesting NASA Report. Piet Strauss reported on 

the June/July Sky.  Our main speaker was Dr. Matt Hilton who gave a most interesting 

presentation on the LSS Telescope built in Chile.  

The meeting closed at 21:30 for coffee, tea and biscuits. 

 

                     !!! VOLUNTEERS URGENTLY REQUIRED !!! 

 TO ASSIST WITH OUTREACH EVENTS  

Please contact Sheryl Venter on:   

sheryl@astronomydurban.co.za 

mailto:sheryl@astronomydurban.co.za
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THE BIG 5 OF THE 

AFRICAN SKY  

The magnificent southern sky is a starry 

realm richly sown with a treasury of deep-

sky objects: star clusters, bright and dark 

gas clouds, and galaxies.  

From this (sometimes bewildering) array 

five specimens of each class of object have 

been selected by a special Deep-Sky Task 

Force and are presented here as the 

celestial Big Five.  

The representative of open star clusters is 

the Southern Pleiades. First amongst the 

globular star clusters is the overwhelming 

Omega Centauri. Bright nebulae are 

represented by the majestic Eta Carinae 

Nebula. The mysterious dark nebulae are 

represented by the Coal Sack. And the 

most splendid galaxy of them all is our own 

Milky Way Galaxy.  

Your mission is to observe each of these 

beautiful objects and report back on what 

you have witnessed.  

Name Phone Name  Phone  New Moon Public 
Viewing 

Maryanne Jackson  082 882 7200  Debbie Abel  083 326 4084   01 Aug 2019  02 Aug 2019  

John Gill  083 378 8797  Sheryl Venter  082 202 2874  30 Aug 2019  30 Aug 2019  

Debbie Abel  083 3264 084  Mike Hadlow   083 326 4085    28 Sep 2019  27 Sep 2019  

Mike Hadlow  083 326 4085  Navi Naidoo  084 466 0001    28 Oct 2019  25 Oct 2019  

All submitted observations will be carefully evaluated and feedback will be given.  

The names of all participants will be acknowledged on the ASSA website. Observing certificates 

will be awarded only on merit and issued by the Deep-Sky Section of the Astronomical Society. 

Have fun, and keep looking up!  

Public Viewing Roster 

ASSA Durban 
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Members Moments 

 

Sihle Kunene keeping the kids enthralled about space 

Budding young 

astronomers at the 

Botanical Gardens Star 

Party 
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… Members Moments 
That WOW moment!! 

 

Some photos from the 

Botanical Gardens Star 

Party 
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Pre-Loved Astronomical Equipment 

 

2019 Special 

Green Laser Pointers50mW  

R 350.00 

Contact : Piet  083 703 1626 
on WhatsApp or SMS.  

Available at next ASSA meeting 

Celestron 6SE  

I still have all of the original packaging. Telescope is in excellent 

condition (Optically and mechanically) and is still used for 

Astrophotography and outreach projects.  

The imaging cameras for Astrophotography are not included in 

the package.  The telescope runs on an external 12v supply, 

either using an AC adapter (not included) or a 12v cigarette 

lighter port (cable included). 

 

Contact Amith Rajpal 083 335 8800 

Amith.Rajpal@coretecit.co.za 

Retail Price is over R 23 000  Asking Price: R 17 500 

Plus loads of extra equipment 

 

Standard items (included): 
1. Original 2" Steel tripod. 
2. 1.25" Diagonal. 
3. 1.25" 25mm ELux Eyepiece. 
4. Red Dot Finder. 
5. Tripod Spreader. 
6. Cover for Corrector Plate 
7. Optical Tube Assembly 
8. Fully GoTo 6SE mount  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tasco 46-114500 

Diameter = 114mm 

Focal Length = 1000mm 

Coated optics 

Extra eyepieces 

Hasn’t been used much  

Paid R 4 500  
 

Asking Price R 1 500 
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